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Thermal Plasma Flow and Equivalent Circuit Analyses onthe Electrical Coupling of a DC-RF Hybrid Plasma Torch
Jun-Ho Seo, Jin-Myung Parky and Sang Hee HongzDepartment of Nuclear Engineering, Seoul National University, Seoul 151-744(Received 6 October 2008)
Numerical analyses on the electrical coupling of a DC-RF (direct current - radio frequency)hybrid plasma torch are conducted on the basis of magneto-hydrodynamic ow and equivalentcircuit models to nd the dependency of the coupling eciency on the RF frequency and theconnement tube's radius. Computations are also carried out for the inductively coupled RFplasma torch to make a comparison between the calculated results. Numerical results reveal thatthe electrical coupling eciencies of the RF and the DC-RF hybrid plasma torches have a similardependency on the RF frequency with an almost constant dierence of slightly higher ecienciesfor the hybrid plasma due to the radially expanded DC-RF hybrid plasma toward the connementtube's wall compared with the RF plasma. However, the reduction for a connement tube's radiusless than some critical value, for instance 22 mm in this numerical work, is found to possibly causethe coupling eciency of the hybrid plasma to drastically deteriorate compared with that of theRF plasma. Such poor eciency of a hybrid torch with a relatively small radius is attributed to asignicant diminution of the high-temperature region upstream between the DC torch's exit andthe rst induction coil segment. As a result of this reduced high-temperature region, the magneticux linkage is decreased for a smaller connement tube, which leads to a drastic decrease in theelectrical coupling. The present numerical analyses indicate that a special focus needs to be broughtthe inuences of the DC arc jet on the electrical and the ow characteristics of a DC-RF hybridplasma in determining the torch dimensions for eective conversion of the RF power into the plasma.
PACS numbers: 52.30.Cv, 52.50.Qt, 52.75.Hn, 52.77.FvKeywords: DC-RF hybrid plasma, Coupling eciency, RF frequency, Connement tube, MHD ow,Equivalent circuit, Numerical analysis
I. INTRODUCTION
By injecting a DC (direct current) arc jet into the cen-terline of an inductively coupled RF (radio frequency)plasma torch, a DC-RF hybrid plasma torch can pro-duce a large-volume of high-temperature ame, as wellas a central column of high-velocity streams withoutre-circulation eddies [1]. Owing to these unique fea-tures in ow elds, the DC-RF hybrid plasma torch hasdrawn attention to its possible practical applications toplasma synthesis, thermal plasma chemical-vapor depo-sition (TPCVD), spray coatings and so on [1{5]. If aDC-RF hybrid plasma torch is to be used in a practicalmanner, however, it should be designed to assure high
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electrical coupling eciency, which is dened as the ra-tio of Joule heat dissipated in the plasma to the totalmagnetic energy available in the torch, due to its induc-tively coupled RF torch. As a standard plasma sourceextensively used in numerous thermal plasma applica-tions, the RF plasma torch can be designed to maximizethe values of this coupling eciency by optimizing thetorch dimensions based on the simple scaling law be-tween the electrical skin depth and the plasma radius [6,7]. Moreover, this scaling law can be obtained normallyby assuming the RF plasma to be a cylindrical conduc-tor and by applying the conventional induction heatingtheory to the simplied plasma [6{10]. In the DC-RFhybrid plasma, however, it is inappropriate to assume theplasma to be a simple cylindrical conductor because theshape of the hybrid plasma in the induction coil regionis signicantly aected by the superposition of the DCarc jet on the RF plasma [1]. This implies that there isno simple scaling law for an electrically optimized designof the DC-RF hybrid torch; consequently, the electricalcoupling eciency of the DC-RF hybrid plasma should
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be examined by taking into account its complicated owelds simultaneously. Recently, owing to developmentsin numerical impedance calculation methods [11{14], nu-merical techniques have been advanced in dealing withRF plasmas to calculate not only their ow elds butalso equivalent electrical parameters. Since the electricalcoupling eciency is expressed in terms of the equivalentcircuit parameters from basic electrical circuit theory,these numerical techniques can be used for calculatingthe eciency of a DC-RF hybrid plasma, together withits ow elds.The aim of the present paper is to apply this numericalimpedance calculation method to the numerical modelfor a DC-RF hybrid plasma and to clarify the depen-dency of the electrical coupling eciency on the torchdesign parameters, especially the RF frequency and theconnement tube's radius, for an electrically optimizedtorch design. For this purpose, rstly, an integrated nu-merical model of the DC-RF hybrid plasma is presentedin this work to compute the DC arc jet and the RFthermal plasma ows simultaneously for the entire re-gion of the DC-RF hybrid plasma torch, including theinside of the DC torch. This integrated mathematicalmodel combining theDC arc jet and the inductively cou-pled RF plasmas can give more realistic results for owelds of the hybrid plasma, compared with the conven-tional approach, which treats the prescribed DC arc jetows as boundary conditions at the RF torch inlet andsolve the related magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) equa-tions only in a conned region of the RF torch. In thenext step, the electrical parameters, such as the equiv-alent resistance, inductance and electrical coupling e-ciency, are calculated for various values of the RF fre-quency and the connement tube's radius by combiningone of the impedance calculation methods with the pro-posed integrated model for the DC-RF hybrid plasma.Computations are also conducted for an inductively cou-pled RF plasma and the calculated results are comparedwith those for the DC-RF hybrid plasma. Based on theresult of this comparative study, the dependency of theelectrical coupling eciency on the RF frequency andthe connement tube's radius is discussed.
II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF ATHERMAL PLASMA FLOW MODEL
1. Torch Geometry, Numerical Method and Ba-sic Assumptions
Figure 1 shows the computational domains in dottedlines for the RF (left) and the DC-RF hybrid (right)torches. It is seen in the right-hand gure for the DC-RF hybrid plasma modeling that the interior region be-tween the conical cathode and the nozzle anode of a DCtorch is directly connected with the interior region of aconnement tube for an RF torch. For the comparison
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a DC-RF hybrid plasmatorch indicating its operation and design parameters, togetherwith computational domains for numerical modeling.
between the RF and the DC-RF hybrid plasmas, thedimensions of the RF part of the hybrid torch have thesame values as those of the RF torch depicted in the leftpart of Figure 1. Plasma forming gases of ow rate QDCpass through the cathode-anode channel and are ejectedfrom the DC torch nozzle exit, with radius of R1, intothe RF torch and the sheath gas with ow rate Qs forthe RF torch is injected around the connement tubewall from an annular channel between R2 and R0. Thetorch dimensions and the operating conditions indicatedin Figure 1 are summarized in Table 1 for the present nu-merical work. The computational domains are dividedby rectangular grids and the numbers of mesh cells gen-erated by these grids are 160 (20  8) and 864 (32 27) inside the DC and the RF torches, respectively. Allgoverning equations are discretized by using the nitevolume method (FVM) and are solved using a SIMPLEalgorithm [15].Since the MHD model for the DC arc jet and the RFplasma ows can be described by the continuity, momen-tum and energy equations, the ow elds of the DC-RFhybrid plasma can be found by solving these conserva-tion equations simultaneously in the entire region shownin Figure 1. In addition, two more mathematical formu-
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Table 1. Input values of the operating and the designparameters indicated in Figure 1 for numerical simulations ofthe RF and the DC-RF hybrid plasmas.Parameters Input ValuesPRF [kW] 10QDC [lpm] 4Operation Qs [lpm] 21IDC [A] 0RDC;1 [mm] 5RDC;2 [mm] 7R1 [mm] 4R0 [mm] 17.5, 20, 22.5, 25, 30, 35R2 [mm] R0 { 2Rc [mm] R0 + 10Design f [MHz] 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6N 4dc [mm] 20Zc;1 [mm] 30LDC [mm] 35L [mm] 150
lations are needed to determine the electromagnetic eldsin the DC-RF hybrid plasma. One is the electrostaticpotential equation for the DC arc jet and the other is themagnetic vector potential equations, which were devel-oped by Mostaghimi and Boulos [16], for computing theRF electromagnetic elds induced in the hybrid plasma.Since most of RF electromagnetic elds are dissipatedin the skin depth of the hybrid plasma located close tothe connement tube's wall and its thickness can be esti-mated as <0.01 mm at the RF frequency of several MHz,the electromagnetic elds induced by the coil currents ofthe RF torch can be neglected in the DC arc jet gen-erated along the centerline both inside and outside theDC torch. In the proposed model, the magnetic induc-tion and the Joule heat loss in the anode conductors ofthe DC torch are also negligible because normally RFelds quickly decay if the induction coil is located su-ciently far away from the DC torch exit [17]. Based onthese assumptions for electromagnetic interactions in aDC-RF hybrid plasma torch, the electrostatic potential and the magnetic vector potential A can be found sepa-rately by solving the respective governing equations overthe entire region of the DC-RF hybrid plasma torch.Furthermore, the present numerical model takes into ac-count the following physical assumptions for the hybridplasma:- Two-dimensional (2-D) axisymmetric ow andelectromagnetic elds,- A negligible displacement current in the plasma,- Laminar ow,- An optically thin plasma,
- Local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE),- An argon plasma at atmospheric pressure.
2. Governing MHD Equations and BoundaryConditions
A. Electromagnetic Field Equations
According to the above-mentioned assumptions forthe electrical interactions in the DC-RF hybrid plasmatorch, the electromagnetic elds and their associatedsource terms appearing in the MHD ow equations aredetermined in the computational region of the hybridtorch as follows. Firstly, the electrostatic potential  isfound from Poisson's equation derived from Gauss's law:@@z (@@z ) + 1r @@r (r@@r ) = 0; (1)where  is the electrical conductivity. Then, the arccurrent density, j , is calculated inside the DC torch byusing
jz =  @@z ; jr =  @@r : (2)
The self-induced magnetic eld BDC caused by theDC arc current is obtained from Ampere's law, r BDC = 0j. As a result of the generation of these twoelds, BDC and j , the Lorentz force and the Joule heat-ing generated in the DC arc jet can be calculated byusing
FDCz =  12jrBDC ;FDCr = +12jzBDC ;PDCj = 12 [j2r + j2z ]: (3)In the RF torch region, the magnetic vector potential Ais determined from the following equations derived fromMaxwell's equations [6]:1r @@r
r @AR@r
+ @2AR@z2   ARr2 + 0!AI = 0; (4)
1r @@r
r @AI@r
+ @2AI@z2   AIr2 + 0!AR = 0: (5)In the above equations, the subscripts R and I meanthe real and the imaginary parts of the magnetic vectorpotential A, respectively; i.e., A = AR + iAI , where i= p 1. 0 is the magnetic permeability of free space.According to Ampere's law and Faraday's law, the in-duced magnetic and electric elds, BRF and ERF , are,respectively, calculated as
BRFz = 1r @@r
r @A@r
; BRFr =  @A@z ; (6)
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Table 2. Boundary conditions employed for the mathematical model of the DC-RF hybrid plasma.
At the DC torch inlet (z =  LDC)
u = QDC(R2DC;2  R2DC;1) ; v =  u tan(=4); ! = 0; T = 300 K; @Ar@z = @AI@z = @@z = 0At the anode inner surface of the DC torch,
u = v = w = 0; T = 1000 K; @AR@z = @AI@z = 0;  = 0At the cathode surface of the DC torch
u = v = w = 0; T = 3000 K (at the cathode spot), @AR@z = @AI@z = 0; js = jmax exp  b    00   s;jmax and the radius of the cathode spot distributions    0 are set to be 1.2  108 Am 2 and 2 mm, respectively.At the RF torch inlet (z = 0)
R1  r  R2 : u = v = w = 0; T = 350 K; @AR@z = @AI@z = 0R2  r  R0 : u = Qs(R20  R22) ; v = 0; w = 0; T = 350 K; @AR@z = @AI@z = 0At the centerline (r = 0)@Au@r = @T@r = @@r = v = w = AR = AI = 0At the DC-RF hybrid torch exit (z = L)@(u)@z = @v@z = @w@z = @T@z = @AR@z = @AI@z = @@z = 0At the connement tube wall (r = R0)u = v = w = @@z = 0; T = 350 KArjr=R0 = 02 Xl Ic
rRc;lR0 G(kl) +Xi Xj !ijSijAI;ij
r rjR0G(kij)
AI jr=R0 =  02 Xi Xj !ijSijAR;ij
r rjR0G(kij)
andERF =  i!A =  i2fA; (7)where f is the RF frequency applied to the induction coilof the RF torch and ! = 2f . From these RF - inducedelectric and magnetic elds, the Lorentz forces and theJoule heating can be derived from
FRFz =  12Re[ERFBRFr ];FRFr = +12Re[ERFBRFz ];PRFj = 12Re[ERFERF]; (8)where the superscript  denotes the complex conjugate.
B. Thermal Plasma Flow Equations
The hybrid thermal plasma can be described by usingthe following conservation equations of mass, momentumand energy for laminar ow:
i) Conservation of mass
@@z (u) + 1r @@r (rv) = 0; (9)
ii) Conservation of momentum
u@u@z + v @u@r





+ FRFz + FDCz + g;
axial component
v @v@z + u@v@z





  2vr2 + w2r + FRFr + FDCr ;
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radial component (10)







v + r + @@r
;
azimuthal component
iii) Conservation of energy






+PRF + PDC  R0; (10)
where u, v and w are the axial, radial and azimuthalcomponents of the plasma ow velocity and , p,  and grepresent the mass density, pressure, viscosity and grav-ity, respectively. In Eq. (11), h is the plasma enthalpy,k is the thermal conductivity and Cp is the specic heatat constant pressure of the thermal plasma. PRF andPDC are the Joule heat generated by the RF and theDC input currents, respectively and R0 is the volumet-ric radiation in the hybrid plasma.
C. Boundary Conditions
The full set of the boundary conditions imposed onthe electromagnetic and ow equations is summarized inTable 2. Some boundary conditions listed in this tableare adopted from the usual assumptions that have beenwidely used in thermal plasma science. For example, aconstant electric potential  is suggested at the anodesurface of DC plasma torches because the electrical con-ductivity of the anode nozzle conductor (normally Cu)is assumed practically to be ideal. The explanations forthe other boundary conditions used in this work can befound in our previous works, [18,19].
III. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT ANDIMPEDANCE CALCULATIONS
The mechanism of RF power transfer to a hybridplasma can be interpreted as a transformer coupling be-tween an induction coil and a hybrid plasma similar toan inductively coupled RF plasma [6]. Figures 2(a) and(b) show the electric circuit diagrams of transformer cou-pling and its equivalent circuit, respectively, for the in-ductively coupled part of a DC-RF hybrid plasma torch.In Figure 2, Vtorch is the voltage drop in the inductioncoil and I, R and L are the current, resistance and in-ductance, respectively, while the subscripts coil or c, pand eq designate the induction coil, plasma and equiva-lent value, respectively. From the basic electrical circuit
theory, the RF power P0 dissipated in the plasma andthe total magnetic power Pmag in the hybrid torch canbe written in terms of the equivalent resistance Req andthe inductance Leq of the hybrid plasma as
P0 = 12I2c (Req  Rcoil); (14)
Pmag = 12I2c!Leq: (15)The coupling eciency, c is dened as the ratio of thedissipated RF power P0 to the total magnetic powerPmag [7]:
c  P0Pmag = Req  Rcoil!Leq : (16)If the coupling eciency given in Eq. (16) is to be calcu-lated, the equivalent resistance Req and inductance Leqof a hybrid plasma should be known. In this paper, theyare obtained from the voltage drop, Vtorch = (Req +Leq)Ic, by using the following expression suggested byKim et al. [12]:
Vtorch = coilXl 2Rc;l
 IccoilScoil + i!Al
; (17)
where coil, Scoil and Al are the electrical conductivityof the coil conductor, the coil conduction area and themagnetic vector potential at the lth coil segment, respec-tively. The rst term in the summation of the right-handside of Eq. (17) is the voltage drop due to the coil resis-tance and the second one comes from the electromotiveforce induced at the lth coil segment by the linkage ofmagnetic ux, which is generated by plasma currentsand neighboring coil currents, as shown in Figure 2(c).Accordingly, the magnetic vector potential Al at the lthcoil is completely expressed by adding the contributionterms from neighboring coil currents, plasma currentsand equivalent surface currents as
Al = coilXn Ic2 n  
plasmaX






where  n is related to the self and the mutual induc-tances of coil segments and is suggested by Kim et al.[12] as follows:
 n = Rc;l0
sRc;nRc;l G(kl;n); if l 6= n; n = 10 9N2Rc;lPf if l = n; (19)where Pf is the shape factor in Grover's self-inductanceformula [20]. It should also be noted in Eq. (18) thatAl includes all contributions from not only the current
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Fig. 2. (a) Transformer coupling diagram, (b) its equivalent circuit for the inductively coupled part of a DC-RF hybridplasma torch and (c) a cross-sectional view of the induction coil segments and the plasma cells carrying a coil current Ic andan induced plasma current Ip;m.
sources of the plasma and neighboring coils but also themagnetic vector potentials at the plasma surfaces [17]due to the boundary conditions imposed at the wall,which is assumed to be generated by the equivalent sur-face current density at R0 in Figure 1. Including thesecontributions from the magnetic vector potentials at theplasma surfaces (r = R0) and substituting the expressionfor Al given in Eq. (18) into Eq. (17), the voltage dropVtorch in the induction coil is rewritten as






















where Am and As are the magnetic vector potentialsfrom the mth plasma cell and the sth section of the con-nement tube's wall, respectively. Re and Im mean thereal and imaginary parts of magnetic vector potential.By dividing the voltage drop Vtorch by the coil currentIc, the equivalent resistance Req and inductance Leq forthe hybrid plasma are, respectively, obtained as
Req = coilXl 2Rc;l
 1coilScoil + 0!
22Ic
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Leq = coilXl 2Rc;l
 coilX








The rst terms in the summations on the right-hand sidesof Eqs. (21) and (22) represent the coil resistance andinductance, respectively. The second terms are contri-butions to the equivalent resistance and inductance fromplasma currents and the last terms indicate the contribu-tions of magnetic vector potentials at the wall's surfaceto those electrical parameters.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. RF Frequency Eects
In order to investigate the eect of the RF frequencyon the electrical coupling eciency of the hybrid plasma,
Fig. 4. Radial proles of the electric eld induced by dif-ferent RF frequencies (f = 0.5, 4 and 6 MHz) at the coilcenter (z = 60 mm) in the DC-RF hybrid plasma.
we carried out calculations for RF frequencies from 0.5to 6 MHz and for a connement tube's radius of R0 =25 mm. The other design and operating conditions arexed at the values listed in Table 1. Figure 3 showsthe results calculated for the equivalent circuit parame-ters of the DC-RF hybrid plasma compared with thoseof the RF plasma. In this gure, the equivalent resis-tance Req increases with the RF frequency f while theequivalent inductance Leq decreases. These behaviors ofthe equivalent parameters reect the reduction of plasmaskin depth  by the increased frequency. As one can seein Figure 4 for the radial proles of the electric eldsinduced by the RF power input at the center (z = 60mm) of the induction coil, higher electric elds tend to bedistributed near the connement tube wall at the higherfrequency. Since plasma resistance is inversely propor-tional to the skin depth , the equivalent resistance Req,which is the sum of the coil conductor and the plasmaresistances, increases with RF frequency f . Correspond-ing to the dependence of the electric eld distributionson RF frequency, the high temperature region of hy-brid plasma is radially extended at high frequency tothe connement tube's wall, as illustrated in Figure 5.This expansion of the high temperature region bringsabout an increase in the ux linkage; consequently, theplasma inductance, Lp, increases with the RF frequency.Normally, the equivalent inductance Leq is approximatedby Lcoil-N2Lp based on the basic electrical circuit the-ory for transformer coupling; accordingly, Leq should bedecreased for higher RF frequency, as in Figure 3, dueto the increases in the ux linkage and the plasma in-ductance, Lp, which are accompanied by an expansionof the high- temperature region in the hybrid plasma.In Figure 5, the radial temperature distributions of theDC-RF hybrid plasma in the coil zone turn out to beshifted more towards the connement tube's wall than
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the radial proles of the plasmatemperature at the coil center (z = 60 mm) between the RFand the DC-RF hybrid plasmas with dierent RF frequen-cies (0.5 and 6 MHz).
Fig. 6. Comparison of the dependence of the couplingeciencies on the RF frequency between the RF and theDC-RF hybrid plasmas.
those of the RF plasma for f = 0.5 and 4 MHz, which iscaused by the presence of the DC arc jet in the centralregion and the addition of its exit enthalpy to the hybridplasma in the RF torch region.Figure 6 compares the electrical coupling ecienciesbetween the RF and the DC-RF hybrid plasmas forvarious RF frequencies. In this gure, an almost con-stant small dierence in the electrical coupling eciencyis observed in the frequency range from 2 to 6 MHz dueto the relatively linear dependency of the equivalent cir-cuit parameters, Req and Leq, on the RF frequency f ,as shown in Figure 3. In addition, the electrical couplingeciencies of the DC-RF hybrid plasma are seen to be
Fig. 7. Dependence of the equivalent resistance and induc-tance on the connement tube's radius for the RF and theDC-RF hybrid plasmas.
Fig. 8. Comparison of the dependence of the couplingeciencies on the connement tube's radius between the RFand the DC-RF hybrid plasmas.
slightly higher than those of the RF plasma, which isthe result of the DC-RF hybrid plasma being more ex-panded toward the wall at the same RF frequency, asobserved in Figure 5.
2. Connement Tube Radius Eects
To investigate the dependency of electric characteris-tics on the connement tube's radius, we calculated theequivalent plasma resistance, Req, inductance, Leq andcoupling eciency, c, for a series of radius values andfor the operation conditions given in Table 1. Figures 7through 9 are plotted for the calculated electrical param-eters, such as the equivalent resistance and inductance(Figure 7), the electrical coupling eciency (Figure 8)
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the dependence of the coil currentson the connement tube's radius between the RF and theDC-RF hybrid plasmas.
Fig. 10. Comparison of the temperature contours betweenthe RF and the DC-RF hybrid plasmas with dierent con-nement tube radii: (a) R0 = 20 mm and (b) R0 = 25 mm.
and the coil currents (Figure 9), for various connementtube's radius. Firstly, in Figure 7, the equivalent re-sistance and inductance increase linearly with the tuberadius for both the RF and the DC-RF hybrid plasmasover the range from R0 = 22 to 35 mm. Such linearincreases in Req and Leq result directly from the mul-tiplication eect of the coil radius Rc;l accompanied bythe change in the tube radius, as indicated in Eqs. (21)and (22). For the DC-RF hybrid plasma, however, thislinearity in Req and Leq deviats over a small radius rangefrom R0 = 17 to 22 mm. If the tube radius were to be-come smaller in this range, the Req of the hybrid plasmawould decrease more rapidly than that of the RF plasma
Fig. 11. Comparison of ow streamlines between the RFand the DC-RF hybrid plasmas with dierent connementtube radii: (a) R0 = 20 mm and (b) R0 = 25 mm.
while the Leq of the hybrid plasma would show valueshigher than that of the RF plasma. Consequently, as theconnement tube's radius is reduced below R0 = 22 mm,the coupling eciency of the hybrid torch drastically de-teriorate and the coil current rapidly increases comparedwith that of the RF plasma, as shown in Figures 8 and 9.Such poor eciency and increased coil currents for theDC-RF hybrid plasma are attributed to a signicant re-duction in the high-temperature region upstream in theconnement tube for smaller radii, which is conrmedby comparing the right-hand temperature contours inFigures 10(a) and (b) for the hybrid plasma with R0 =20 mm and 25 mm, respectively. As a result of the re-duced high-temperature region, the magnetic ux linkageis also decreased for the smaller connement tube, whichleads to a drastic decrease in the electrical coupling e-ciency of the DC-RF hybrid plasma torch, as presentedin Figure 8. In the case of the RF plasma, however,the high-temperature region is simply redistributed up-stream without much diminution for the smaller radiusas seen in the left-hand temperature contours of Figures10(a) and (b). As is well known in RF plasma physics [4,21,22], re-circulation eddies located in the upstream re-gion of an RF torch, which are illustrated in the left pic-tures of Figures 11(a) and (b), play an important role insustaining the high-temperature plasma upstream. Basi-cally, as long as these eddies exist, the high-temperatureregion in the upper part of the RF torch is relativelyunaected by a reduction in the connement tube's ra-dius. As one can see in the right-hand streamlines ofFigures 11(a) and (b) for the DC-RF hybrid plasmawith R0 = 20 and 25 mm, respectively, however, there-circulation eddies are almost destroyed by a DC arcjet and a small stagnation regime is formed under theDC torch surrounded by a DC arc jet in the central re-gion and sheath gas ow in the peripheral region. This
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stagnation region is relatively more shifted towards thewall for R0 = 25 mm (see Figure 11(b) right), but it iscontracted to the DC arc jet as the connement tube'sradius becomes smaller (see Figure 11(a) right). Froma comparison of these two gures, it is found that thestreamlines of the stagnation region for R0 = 25 mm canplay an role for convection heat transfer from the coilzone to the upper part of the connement tube, but theones for R0 = 20 mm show ineective convection heattransfer by re-circulation of sheath gas ow heated inthe coil region. As a result, a signicant diminution ofthe high-temperature region upstream can be observedin Figure 10 (a) right. Consequently, a large reductionin the coupling eciency can occur for a DC-RF hybridplasma torch with a small tube radius owing to the in-eective heating of the gas because of the contraction ofthe stagnation region under the DC torch exit.
V. CONCLUSION
The electrical coupling eciencies of inductively-coupled RF and DC-RF hybrid plasma torches are nu-merically analyzed on the basis of thermal plasma owand electrical circuit formulations to investigate their de-pendency on the design parameters, such as the RF fre-quency and the connement tube's radius. For this pur-pose, an integrated numerical model for the DC-RF hy-brid plasma, which couples the MHD equations to theappropriate boundary conditions for a DC arc jet andan RF ow over the entire region of the DC-RF hybridplasma torch, is presented and combined with an electri-cal circuit model for the impedance calculation method.We found from the calculated results for suciently largeradii of the connement tube, i.e., R0 > 22 mm in thepresent numerical illustrations, that the RF frequencydependencies of the coupling eciency and its associatedequivalent electrical parameters show similar behaviorsfor both the RF and the DC-RF hybrid plasmas. Sincethe RF frequency does not directly aect the overall gen-eration of a high-temperature plasma, except for the skindepth region close to the tube's wall, we conclude thatthe electrical impedance of the hybrid plasma felt in theinduction coil region shows results similar to those ofthe RF plasma. However, if the connement tube's ra-dius decreases to less than some critical one, i.e., R0 =22 mm in the present numerical work, the coupling ef-ciency rapidly decreases for a DC-RF hybrid plasma.Such poor eciency of the hybrid torch with a relativelysmall radius results from a signicant diminution of thehigh-temperature region upstream between theDC torchexit and the rst induction coil segment, which meansthat the reduced tube radius may lead to an ineectivecoupling of the DC arc jet and the RF plasma. As aresult of the reduced high-temperature region, the mag-netic ux linkage is decreased for the smaller connementtube, which leads to a drastic decrease in the electri-
cal coupling. As the connement tube's radius becomessmaller, the re-circulation eddies under the DC torch arealmost destroyed by a DC arc jet and a stagnation re-gion is formed and is contracted to the central region.From a comparison of the streamlines for two dierentconnement tube radii, the contraction of the stagnationregion under the DC torch exit and the resultant reduc-tion of the high-temperature region are responsible forthe poor coupling eciency of theDC-RF hybrid plasmatorch. The contracted stagnation region prohibits con-vective heat transfer by re-circulation of the sheath gasow from the coil zone to the upper part of the con-nement tube, which ultimately results in a signicantdiminution of the high-temperature region upstream.The present numerical analyses indicate that a specialfocus needs to be put on the inuences of the DC arcjet on the electrical and the ow characteristics of theDC-RF hybrid plasma in determining the torch dimen-sions for eective conversion of RF power into a plasma.Finally, we expect that the present numerical results tocontribute to the design of DC-RF hybrid torch sys-tems. Furthermore, the numerical model developed inthis work is expected to serve as a design tool for improv-ing the performance of DC-RF hybrid plasma torches.
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